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To the Lord Jesus Christ,
Who has given us all things richly to enjoy,
Apart from You, I am nothing.
And for my bride, my beauty,
Katie,
you are the greatest gift I’ve been given.
And for my Abbie and Ben,
the twin joys of my life,
may you joyfully experience these truths
in the first year of your marriage
instead of the thirteenth.
And to the body at Peachtree Church.
It is my great joy and privilege
to be your undershepherd.
Thank you for your love, support, and encouragement.

Arise,
my darling,
my beautiful one,
and come with me.
—The Greatest Song 2:10
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Preface
It was one of those moments that happen too rarely in
our hectic lives—when you absolutely know that the God
Who created you loves you and you clearly hear His voice.
By the grace of God I had been selected, after five years as
pastor of the church I planted, for a sabbatical trip to
Israel. Not only was the trip a Godsend from the
standpoint of experiencing the land where the Bible took
place, but this trip also had a particular aim: pastoral
rest.
Halfway through this two-week gift of a lifetime, I
rose early to watch the sun rise over the Sea of Galilee.
Bible, journal, and iPod in hand, I eagerly looked forward
to time alone with the Lord.
As I prayed, I began to pour out my heart to my
Father, releasing every burden of my first five years of
pastoring. I voiced unending concerns and requests,
mostly about our church and my keen awareness of my
need to grow as a leader. I asked what God had in store
for our Body next—you know, ministry stuff. What was
the next big thing that I needed to come back and inspire
our young congregation to be and to do?
Over the following hour-and-a-half, weights and
burdens I didn’t realize I was carrying surfaced from deep
inside me, and I expressed them all to the One who called
me.
Near the end of that time, I found myself in a unique
place of emptiness. I had said everything that was on my
heart. For an extremely rare few minutes in my Twentyfirst Century existence, there was complete silence.
In that silence, God began to speak to me. It was as if
He said to my spirit: Now that you’re done, there are some
things I want to say to you.
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For the next two hours, I began to write what the
Lord brought to my mind—mostly gentle (some strong)
reminders of things I already knew, certainly all in line
with Scripture. Out of six major things I sensed that the
Lord was telling me, I was intrigued that only one of them
had anything to do with my leadership as a pastor.
The others dealt with my personal life. God pointed
to some sin issues that are easy to hide, but are not
hidden from Him. He reminded me that He disciplines
those sons He loves1 and that He won’t give up on me
until He conforms me to the image of His Son.2
Also that day, I was re-inspired not to miss a moment
of parenting my children. God gave me an intimation
that, despite all I dream of doing for Him, perhaps the
most important thing my life may ever count for—the
most lasting impact I may ever have—is that my
children’s influence for the cause of Christ might dwarf
my own. My greatest legacy, my heart heard, will come
from embracing the great responsibility and opportunity
of rearing them. All of this was good stuff. It was a great
day!
But the one that absolutely floored me, that was not
on my radar screen at all—was what God began to tell me
that day about my wife’s and my sexual intimacy.
~
Now before I tell you what God showed me that day,
let me tell you who we are. Katie and I met in the fall of
1993 at a college Christian retreat. It was love at first
sight. I pursued her, won her heart, and never had a
moment’s doubt that she was God’s best for me. She says
the same.

1
2

Proverbs 3:12; Hebrews 12:6.
Philippians 1:6; Romans 8:29.
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Though it was difficult, we waited and were both
virgins on our wedding day, a year and a half later.
Through the providence of God, we waited seven years
after marrying to have children. The Lord called me to
seminary in the fourth year of our marriage, and Katie
whole-heartedly put off her immediate hopes for children
to work as a math teacher to put me through school.
Those first seven years without children were
wonderful, and—as most couples—we thought we were
busy. Then came kids, and at the same time we planted a
church.
As you might imagine our life now is abundantly full,
with a five-year-old and an eight-year-old at the time of
this writing and a congregation that is growing and
becoming who Jesus redeemed us to be. Full-time
ministry has been simultaneously the best and worst
thing for our marriage.
Through it all, Katie and I have remained absolute
partners; her faith, encouragement, and upbeat attitude
are among the greatest blessings of my life.
We’ve always had a great relationship. In the area of
intimacy we’ve had our highs and lows—just as I suspect
you have—which we often chalked up to busyness and
pace of life. If I’ve heard Katie say this once, I’ve heard it
at least twenty-five times: “This is just the summer
season of life. It’s because we have young children. Things
will be better one day.”
That’s a little of who we are.
~
Now, let’s get back to what God told me that day in
Israel. Remember, this was out of the blue…I was missing
my wife, but issues about our sexual intimacy were not on
my mind at all.
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The Spirit of God began to say to me: David, you don’t
lead your wife in the area of intimacy.
I considered our sexual intimacy. There were some
things that did not please me as much as I would like:
certain aspects about our frequency, playfulness, and
passion (or lack of these), which did not reflect the ideals
we share about what marriage is designed by our Creator
to be and what sex in particular is supposed to add to the
marriage relationship.
But as I listened that day, God began to pour out
surprising ideas to me. I felt compelled to share these
insights from the Lord with Katie, so I handwrote sixteen
pages for her over the next week. In fact, I honestly don’t
remember very much about Israel after that point! The
rest of the trip I was focused on our relationship and what
God was telling me as the head of our family and the
leader of our marriage.
I want to share with you the lessons that God taught
me as the leader, which I eagerly—and I should add,
fearfully—began to communicate to Katie when I
returned home.
In the two years since that spring trip, since I began
intentionally leading us into intimacy, we have talked
more openly and honestly about sex than ever before—
and talking isn’t the only thing we’ve done more of, if you
know what I mean!
Here are some of the changes in our own intimacy
over the last two years (We don’t want to boast, but we do
want to encourage you that it is worth your time and
energy to learn to LEAD.):
•
•

Our average frequency of making love has
increased dramatically.
We’ve learned to talk about the difficult aspects of
marital intimacy—many of them personal issues
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which were completely buried yet were holding us
back.
Sex is much more fun than it used to be. I’ve
become more of a romantic and more engaged in
courting. Our lovemaking is much more erotic and
pleasing to both of us.
We’ve experienced a freedom in the area of sex that
I only dreamed of two years ago.
Together we implemented a weekly “fantasy night”
where we go beyond “regular” times of sex to
intentionally experimenting with ways to keep our
intimacy fresh, romantic, and erotic.
Focusing on our sex life has increased our sense of
oneness and strengthened our marriage bond. We
feel closer to each other than ever before.

Our enhanced oneness sexually spills over into
greater teamwork and warmth toward each other in every
area of our life. This is God’s design for sex in a marriage
relationship. The purpose of Leading to the Bedroom is to
help you understand why mind, body, and soul oneness is
so elusive, and through that understanding, to help you
achieve greater oneness in your marriage.
As Katie and I shed the lies of our enemy and I began
purposefully LEADing (with great results!), it became
clear that the Lord didn’t direct me this way in Israel for
our marriage alone. Husbands and wives, whether you’re
newlyweds or well into your journey of marriage, the
payoff of learning and applying these truths is huge!
Along the way, you’ll face some tough challenges, but I
believe with all my heart that God can and wants to lead
you both to a greater and sweeter soul intimacy, which
you can only dream about right now.
Katie’s and my desire is to share what God has taught
us so that you too can experience greater intimacy and
freedom. We are normal people just like you, and our
prayer is that this book will encourage you to embark on
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this satisfying journey back to all that God intended sex
to be for married couples.
May you be challenged to LEAD well so you can love
passionately!
For His Glory and by His Grace,
David & Katie Reid

Chapter One

Paradise Lost
How the Thief Broke in
and What He Took
Now the serpent was more crafty than any beast of the field…
—Genesis 3:1
The thief comes only to steal and kill and destroy…
—John 10:10
Satan does everything he can to get a couple into bed before
they’re married and everything he can to keep them out after.
—Author Unknown

Sex would never be the same.
He thought back to their wedding day, the first time
he saw her hair touching her bare shoulder, that one-of-akind face and figure he had come to love at first sight. She
wore a wreath of fresh flowers in her hair, and the
pleasant fragrance hinted there were more good things to
come.
Though he was not generally the artsy type, his first
look at her body inspired him to poetry.
They kissed—slowly and tenderly at first, but then
more passionately. Even now, he remembered, her red,
full lips tasted like strawberries.
Holding her at arms’ length, he couldn’t take his eyes
off her firm, young breasts—like ripe fruit on a tree. His
mind raced at the possibilities—and along with it, his

2
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pulse. Her eyes invited him, and, he was soon to discover,
the new round fruit seemed perfectly designed to fit into
his hands. Instinctively, he caressed and tasted. She let
out a surprised sigh, then moaned softly in delight, letting
him know it was good for her as it was for him. Don’t stop,
she had said—and he didn’t.
He gently explored further down; every part of her
body was a feast for his senses. To touch the curve of her
hips, to feel her legs wrapped around him, her hands in
his—Paradise!
The unique organs below their waists quickly found
what they had been made for—realizing that one part fit
perfectly into the other was a thrill beyond any he had
ever known. He felt simultaneously powerful and
vulnerable, as she gave herself fully to him and he to her.
The joining of parts began a chain reaction of sensation
and symphony of movement together with her that was
singularly pleasurable in all his
To be one with his bride
experience.
was the most joy and
To be one with his bride was
pleasure he had ever
without a doubt the most joy and
felt.
pleasure he had ever felt.
But it will never be the same now, he lamented.
She, too, was mourning the loss of oneness and
warmth that had marked their relationship from the
beginning, but now seemed hopelessly shattered by recent
events.
For her, sex took a while longer to get into for sure.
But that only seemed to heighten the mutual cooperation
and caring of the whole experience.
The intimate conversation and playful innuendo he’d
interject throughout the day was a not-so-subtle sign that
he wanted her again. Her heart skipped a beat when he
would grasp her hand and purposefully interlace fingers
so as to have as much skin-to-skin contact as possible. He
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would serve her in unselfish and delightful ways,
frequently giving her an enormous bouquet of colorful and
fragrant flowers he’d picked himself. She knew he worked
hard to let her know what was on his mind, and all the
attention made her feel beautiful and generous. When he
whispered in her ear, “I reeeaaally love you!” she knew he
meant it.
She smiled for a moment at how good they’d gotten at
foreplay. She’d had to teach him to slow down, but she
had to admit he’d put his whole heart into studying her
desires and responses. She enjoyed his affection and
tenderness, and she blessed him with the visual show
that he obviously loved. The discovery that almost every
part of their bodies had a sensual aspect made them both
eager to experiment because the potential for new sexual
pleasures seemed endless.
Beyond the physical pleasure, for her, it was the sense
of sharing something with him and only him—that’s what
made their intimacy marvelous. Though she was the more
eloquent of the two by far, even she could not quite
express the closeness sex brought,
When they came
but perhaps that was what was
together, there was a
greatest about it: when they came
soul connection much
together, there was a soul
deeper
than mere words
connection much deeper than mere
could create or sustain.
words could create or sustain.
When they lay naked together, his arms wrapped
snugly around her body, she felt secure, warm, one with
him, and thankful to God. This was the way life was
meant to be.
But all of that seems so far away now, she sobbed to
herself.
Adam and Eve sat in silence, markedly distant from
one other, still stunned by the magnitude of the
consequences of the first sin.

4
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To have reached for something more when they had
everything God had so richly provided for them, now
seemed, as it was, the most horrible thing in the world.
Wanting more had gotten them less—infinitely less. The
first couple, mourning in fig leaves, ashamed and alone,
thought simultaneously, This is not the way it was meant
to be.

Handle with Care
Almost ten years of personal pastoral care have
taught me that marriages are like fine china: beautiful
and priceless in their intended state and use, but fragile
and easily broken if not handled with proper care. And
precious dishes are breaking all around us, even among
those who know Christ.
Some shatter with loud crashes from intentional
abuse like a dish thrown against the wall. Others crumble
from simple careless neglect, with chips and cracks from
day after day of improper wear and tear.
In these cases, often the marriage partners
themselves aren’t aware of the structural weakening they
are introducing by their inattention to the care of their
union. Either way, it is a fact observable all around us:
marriages can break, and the broken pieces devastate
everyone involved.
Marriage, one of God’s best-designed blessings for His
glory and our good, is suffering the Satanic effects of the
Fall.
We have long cited a rising or high divorce rate as a
measure of the crisis state of marriage. However, divorce
is just the final, most tragic step. Beyond the marriages
that actually shatter in divorce, there are thousands more
holy unions struggling in varying degrees of distress and
brokenness.
Money difficulties or incompatibility are often cited as
causes of the fracture, but these are really just symptoms.
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At the root of marriage difficulties is a problem as old
as the Fall: a loss of oneness. God designed the one-flesh
relationship as a protective wall
The root of marriage
around marriage, with husband
difficulties is a problem
and wife safe and secure in a
as old as the Fall:
loving,
protected,
unashamed,
a loss of oneness.
unselfish, joy-giving relationship.
But in the Fall, Satan broke through that protective wall,
attempting to steal the oneness God created for Adam and
Eve. In its place, he erected a divisive wall between the
first couple, tragically evidenced in Adam’s defense to
God, “That woman you gave me—she gave me the fruit,
and I ate it.”3 For the first time in history, husband and
wife were not on the same team—man did not see his wife
as the mutual helper God created each of them to be.
Unfortunately, it would not be the last time.

God’s Intention in Creation
This is not the way it was meant to be. In Genesis 2:717, God handcrafted His highest creation. Then He
actually breathed His life into him, and placed him in
charge of the earth, a paradise God had just created for
His glory and Adam’s enjoyment. He gave him authority
and freedom and one clear rule to demonstrate that he
trusted God. God made man to represent Him over all His
creation and to receive His love. It doesn’t get much better
than that…well, actually it does!
After God proclaimed six times that all He had made
“was good,” one thing in His creation didn’t meet His
3

Genesis 3:12 (my paraphrase).
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standard. Genesis 2:18 tells us God’s opinion of Adam’s
bachelor status:
18 The LORD God said, “It is not good for the man
to be alone. I will make a helper suitable for him.”
What follows is an amazing, beautiful, and gracefilled story as God leads Adam to recognize his own
incompleteness—and then spectacularly provides for his
need. Let’s follow along:
19 Now the LORD God had formed out of the
ground all the beasts of the field and all the birds
of the air. He brought them to the man to see what
he would name them; and whatever the man called
each living creature, that was its name.
20 So the man gave names to all the livestock,
the birds of the air and all the beasts of the
field.
In the Old Testament, naming something implies
having authority over it. God gave Adam authority over
all His creation.
But for Adam no suitable helper was found.
Can’t
you
see
Adam?
Aardvark,
Female
Aardvark…Beaver, Lady Beaver…Camel, Girl Camel…
There’s definitely a pattern, but there’s no one for him.
The Hebrew word translated “suitable helper” is ezer,
which means “one who assists and serves another with
what is needed.”4 Ezer is not a condescending title. This
special companion is much more than a faithful dog who
4

James Swanson: Dictionary of Biblical Languages With Semantic Domains:
Hebrew (Old Testament). electronic ed. Oak Harbor : Logos Research Systems,
Inc., 1997, S. DBLH 6468, #2.
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fetches your paper. (Whoever said “a dog is a man’s best
friend” was either single or had missed what marriage is
supposed to be!) Many times in the Psalms, the psalmist
calls God his ezer,5 and in Hosea 13:9, God calls himself
Israel’s ezer.
But God planned a human helper for Adam also. He
arranged this parade of animals and naming exercise
specifically to make Adam aware of his need for one to be
with him to help him through life. None of them were
physically, mentally, emotionally or spiritually like Adam.
The parade exaggerated their inappropriateness and
foreshadows that Eve, God’s gift, is the best fit for Adam.
21 So the LORD God caused the man to fall into a
deep sleep; and while he was sleeping, he took one
of the man’s ribs and closed up the place with
flesh.
Today, singles chase after “the one” or fret because
there is no one on the horizon to chase. Consider the
biblical pattern: Adam rested (he was asleep) while God
prepared whom he was to marry. God knows what we
need—and how He needs to prepare us before we’re
married, so we need to rest in the knowledge that “in all
things God works for the good of those who love Him, who
have been called according to His purpose.”6
Eve was taken from Adam’s side, Matthew Henry
said, not from his head to rule over him, not from his feet
to be trampled on, but from his side to be equal with him,
under his arm to be protected, near his heart to be
beloved.7

5

Psalm 33:20, 70:5, et al.
Romans 8:28.
7
Matthew Henry, Matthew Henry's Commentary on the Whole Bible: Complete
and Unabridged in One Volume (Peabody: Hendrickson Publishers, 1991), S.
Genesis 2:21.
6
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22 Then the LORD God made a woman from the
rib he had taken out of the man, and He brought
her to the man.
Eve was the missing part of Adam. Husband and wife
are literally one flesh, built by God for each other and
incomplete until God brings them together. Here is the
first wedding with God (her Father) giving the bride
away.
23 The man said,
“This is now bone of my bones
and flesh of my flesh;
she shall be called ‘woman,’
for she was taken out of man.”
Adam was overjoyed at his gift from God—that she
was like him. Adam called her ishshah, “woman,”
meaning “from ish (man).” Essentially, Adam was calling
her “Mine.”8 I often ask my wife when I’m overcome with
her beauty or love toward me, “Are you really mine?”
Adam said with great satisfaction, “You’re mine!”
24 For this reason a man will leave his father
and mother and be united to his wife, and they
will become one flesh.
Because God ordained one woman for one man from
the beginning, the foundation of all marriage is creating a
new family unit: leaving your family of origin and
establishing a new family with loyalty to and oneness
with your spouse. Your relationship is to be so close that
God calls it “one flesh.” Adam’s rib was reunited with his
body as husband and wife came together.
8

Matt Chandler. “Sex.” Sermon, The Village Church, Denton, TX, May 15, 2005.
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25 The man and his wife were both naked, and
they felt no shame.
God says this is how He created marriage to be. They
were both naked. This means that there were no barriers
between them; they were completely vulnerable with each
other. And it goes without saying that it strongly hints at
sexual oneness. In their intimacy, “they felt no shame”—
there was no reason to be ashamed because this is what
God intended for them.
God said it was not good for man to be alone. His
answer was to create an ezer, a beautiful Hebrew word
that means a helping companion. This is a mutual
complementary calling on each marriage partner to assist
each other in whatever ways a spouse will need in life.
God created Eve specifically for Adam, one woman for
one man, gave her to him, and Scripture says, “they were
naked and not ashamed.” They were free to know each
other and be fully known. Naked, in paradise with a
partner made just for you, no shame…thank God He’s so
good!

A Terrorist Plot
Unfortunately it didn’t last long. How did God’s
incredible plan for mankind, which included one man and
one woman joined together in oneness, go so terribly
wrong? Genesis 3 tells us it began with a thief. In order to
understand how the enemy steals what God intended for
your marriage, let’s consider his first assault:
1 Now the serpent was more crafty than any of the
wild animals the Lord God had made.

10
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Later in the progress of God’s revelation, we find out
that Satan was behind the animated serpent, hiding his
identity from the first couple he came to rob.
He said to the woman, “Did God really say, ‘You
must not eat from any tree in the garden’?”
The Devil’s first and consistent word throughout
history has been to tempt us to doubt that we can trust
the God who made us. After mixing enough of the truth
for Eve to let her guard down, he convinced her that God
had been withholding something good from her, the
chance to be like Him.9 This struck a chord because she
wanted to be more like God. What she failed to realize
was that she was already like Him—created in His image.
Often the enemy’s deception is such: by his trickery, we
forfeit contentment when we already have what God has
given us to enjoy.
In this first instance of a husband abdicating
leadership and going passive, Adam and Eve both ate the
forbidden fruit. But afterward, instead of feeling more like
God, they experienced a new emotion: shame.
7 Then the eyes of both of them were opened, and
they realized they were naked; so they sewed fig
leaves together and made coverings for themselves.
The passage doesn’t tell us which parts of their bodies
they hid. Logic would indicate that it was their mouth and
hands—the members they sinned with. But history bears
out (up to today) that it was their genitalia, the parts that
were different from each other.
One theory supposes that they shone with the glory of
God in their created state. When sin separated them from

9

Genesis 3:4.
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God, they lost the Divine glow, and this was the reason
for their shame.10
What is certain is that in addition to severing their
relationship with God, the Fall also damaged their
relationship with each other. Satan had stolen the ezer,
helping companionship, God had given them. “Naked and
not ashamed” vulnerability had been murdered. “One
flesh” closeness was destroyed. The fig leaves hid them
from each other as much as from God, for they covered the
parts with which they consummated their oneness.
The enemy devastated the protective wall created
around their relationship. The divisive wall he craftily
replaced it with is evident in Adam’s response to God’s
question about their disobedience:
12 The man said, “The woman you put here with
me—she gave me some fruit from the tree, and I
ate it.”
That marital oneness is a casualty of the Fall is
pronounced in God’s curse on his sinful Creation. In verse
16b, God says,
“Your desire will be for your husband,
and he will rule over you.”
The consequences of sin would be a tragic breakdown
of the helping partnership God intended. Respected
Hebrew scholar Allen Ross links the woman’s “desire”
here to the same word in Genesis 4:7—sin’s desire to
master Cain.11 In other words, Eve (and her daughters)
will tend to continue to kick against the created order of
the husband’s headship. Men, on the other hand, will tend
10

John Phillips, Exploring Genesis: An Expository Commentary (Grand Rapids,
MI: Kregel Publications, 2001), 59.
11
Allen Ross, Creation & Blessing: A Guide to the Study and Exposition of
Genesis (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Books, 1987), 146.
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to exercise their authority harshly (see the second half of
16b).
The battle of the sexes began that day. In this verse,
some see the beginning of godly headship, but they’re
missing the point. God had already created things the
way they were supposed to be. Here, He’s declaring that
the rebellion they’ve started against Him will continue as
rebellion in their relationship. This is a statement of the
curse—it shows how fallen couples will treat each other,
not how they should.
21 The Lord God made garments of skin for Adam
and his wife and clothed them.
22 And the Lord God said, “The man has now
become like one of us, knowing good and evil. He
must not be allowed to reach out his hand and
take also from the tree of life and eat, and live
forever.”
23 So the Lord God banished him from the Garden
of Eden to work the ground from which he had
been taken.
24 After he drove the man out, he placed on the
east side of the Garden of Eden cherubim and a
flaming sword flashing back and forth to guard
the way to the tree of life.
What a tragic end to such a beautiful beginning. That
day in the garden Satan declared war on God’s created
order. He had already rebelled against God Himself in
Heaven, and God had put the rebellion down by casting
him out of Heaven.12 Unable to successfully attack God
directly, he did what every cowardly terrorist does—he
went after His loved ones.

12

Isaiah 14:12-15 (the King of Babylon’s arrogance and fall is symbolically
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He set his sights on God’s image bearers, His highest
and most treasured creation—and he attacked them with
deadly skill. And in doing so, he rocked the world. He
turned God’s created order upside down. God had set up
an ordered hierarchy, with Himself at the top. Man was
God’s representative on the earth, with a submissive
helper beside him. Together, humans were given
dominion over the animal world. Satan reversed the order
with an animal (the serpent) deceiving the woman, who
influenced her husband, who disobeyed God. Man and
wife, who were created to always be on the same team,
were now divided.

Furthermore, in the Fall, something was broken—
correction, everything was broken. When man stopped
trusting God, his relationship with God was shattered.
Not only that, his relationship with the opposite sex was
broken. Sexual intimacy, designed by God to be the most
powerful catalyst to marital oneness, was broken. All
because an enemy came into Eden.
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Later, Jesus would tell his followers Satan’s true
nature. In John 10:10, Jesus said,
“The thief comes only to steal and kill and
destroy.”
His one purpose, the Lord said, like a thief’s, is to take
what people have—what belongs to them. That day in the
Garden, the Devil put on a snakeskin disguise. He came
into the garden with his enticing words, with just enough
truth, enough seemingly legitimate justification, and he
stole what God had provided.
Among all the catastrophic tragedy of the Fall that
day, the enemy tried to steal God’s gift of oneness in
marriage. He tried to kill intimacy, God’s precious gift of
knowing and being fully known by someone who was
made for you, and you for them. He tried to destroy sex in
all its beauty as the great catalyst to greater oneness in
marriage.
And from every generation since Adam and Eve,
Satan has tried to rob spirit, soul, mind, and body marital
intimacy.

A Slough of Schemes
Today, our enemy is systematically and strategically
destroying God’s design for sexuality just as he was that
day in the Garden. There is an ongoing spiritual battle
with marriages on the line every day. Fortunately, Katie
and I started our marriage with a sense of the spiritual
war going on. And, as church planters for eight years,
we’ve had front row seats to the battle in the lives of our
congregation. Don’t doubt that you and your spouse have
a personal enemy with his sights trained on your
marriage. Here are some of his favorite tactics:
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Lies. He has new lies for every generation. In the
Victorian era, the world (influenced by the father of lies)
viewed sex as a necessary evil for procreation. Christian
women were taught they should not enjoy it—only endure
it
when
necessary.
Consequently,
prostitution
13
flourished.
In stark contrast, Satan’s scheme in the 1960s in
America was the “sexual revolution” promising free sex
and no rules. Medical statistics can track the explosion of
STDs during that time, but the emotional wounds and
lingering cultural effects are unfathomable. When sex
became unlinked from marriage on a societal scale, the
breakdown of the nuclear family followed as evidenced by
the proliferation of divorce in the past forty years. Both
these historical Satanic plots led humanity further from
God’s great design for oneness in marriage.
Childhood Experiences. Today, the assault is even
greater. The attack begins earlier and earlier in our lives
and advances on every side. Girls are made to feel
insecure about body image from a pre-teen age. Boys
without dads learn about sex (divorced from any teaching
about marital commitment) from other teen-aged boys or
the hidden magazine that every man seems to have found
in his boyhood. I know who put it there—our enemy.
Sexual Abuse. Worse, sexual abuse touches one in four
girls and one in six boys,14 creating a lifetime of wounds
and shame (even though it was not their fault). These are
carried into marriage if not skillfully and tenderly dealt
with. My pastoral experience teaches me that most are
not.
13

Trevor Fisher, Prostitution and the Victorians (New York: St. Martin’s Press,
1997), 60.
14
ACE Study - Prevalence - Adverse Childhood Experiences,
http://www.cdc.gov/nccdphp/ace/prevalence.htm.
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Loss of Purity. The idea that purity is possible has
been stolen, by and large, from an entire society, and with
it, the precious gift of presenting one’s body saved wholly
for one’s spouse. The wounds from premarital sex are
emotional and lifelong. Previous experiences have a way
of bringing insecurity and unwanted memories into the
marriage bed.
Pornography. The pandemic of pornography in our
world is staggering. More money was spent on porn in
2007 than on professional baseball, basketball and
football combined—more than $60 billion worldwide.15
Because God designed sex to bond us to our spouse,
there are chemical things happening in the brain as men
look at porn. Porn is addictive, artificial intimacy, driving
a divisive wedge between couples like nothing else. The
internet has privatized porn (embarrassment about
buying it is no longer a barrier), made it live-action, and
provided instant access to every home with a computer.
Porn sites even advertise through innocuous searches to
hook the young and uninitiated.
You don’t have to spend much time with men to
realize that Satan starts early springing pornography on
curious boys who have no idea of the dangerous trap he
has set. And many men wrestle with the addiction the
rest of their lives, grieving their wives along the way.
Satan has staged a coup with pornography.
The allure of pornography is a deception. If the
married sex relationship were what God designed it to be,
who would want to watch 2D sex? The enemy has so
thoroughly deceived husbands and wives about God’s gift
that is available to them in each other.

15
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Adultery. Physical infidelity, or even just lustful
thoughts toward anyone outside the marriage, destroys
the beautiful “one flesh” oneness God intended. Entire
families are devastated when a spouse falls into this sin.
Worldly Culture. Media and movies have become ever
louder and more emotionally powerful voices to shape
society’s view of what sex should be.16 The “romantic
comedy” genre of film, with young girls and dating couples
as its primary target audience, often includes a greatlooking infatuated couple sleeping together as a plot twist
without the real-life consequences. This is the enemy’s
“frog in the kettle” strategy to desensitize a whole
generation to the sanctity of sexual intimacy. It’s working.

The Attack Continues
All of these are ways the enemy steals from us, and
there are many others. (It could quickly get
overwhelming, no?) In fact, it is nearly impossible to enter
marriage unscathed by one or more of these enemy
attacks. But if you have the character, maturity, and
commitment to pick up a book on marriage, then the
enemy is probably waging a more subtle attack on your
relationship.
His crafty strategy for you is the same one that has
been operating in husbands and wives since the Fall. If
your intimate life is a disaster, I can guarantee the enemy
has stolen this aspect of your relationship. But even if
you’d call it a 9+ on a scale of 1 to 10, I’d wager that what
keeps it from being ideal is a lack of true soul-sexual
intimacy.
This is the area of marriage Satan has been most
intentional, and successful, at stealing. It’s been said,
wisely, that the Devil does everything he can to get
16
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couples into bed before they’re married, and everything he
can to keep them out after.17
Remember, before the Fall, there was a perfect
protective wall around the relationship between the first
man and first woman. Adam recognized this unique
relationship when he acknowledged that Eve was “flesh of
my flesh”18—she was to be part of him like no other
created thing (including animals, his own family of origin,
and other women). God ordained that “the two shall
become one flesh,”19 designating unselfish teamwork—
oneness—as the core value of marriage. His perfect plan
placed them in paradise, where “they were both naked
and were not ashamed”20—no divisive wall between them.
Perfect vulnerability, perfect interdependence—the key to
each partner’s joy lay in the selfless sharing of all of
oneself with the other.
Satan’s goal was—and is—to tear down the protective
wall around a couple’s relationship and build up a divisive
wall between you, exactly the opposite of God’s plan for
His creation.
And so he focuses his attack on sex—trying in every
way to twist its original design, because sex in marriage is
meant by God to be a catalyst for oneness. It is the
greatest gift in all creation for couples to draw closer
together and to strengthen their marriages. Yet, because
of the enemy’s success, there is a sex famine among
married couples. In almost ten years of pastoral care, I
have met an alarming number of married women who
report that they can take or leave sex and often would
prefer not to have that expectation placed on them. The
enemy has effectively stolen God’s greatest catalyst to
oneness in marriage.
17
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The Error of Grandpa Adam
In order to understand how he steals soul sex from
couples, we’ve got to look closer at how the Fall occurred.
It would be convenient to let the story end with Satan’s
attack—to suggest that all our marital problems,
including a lack of oneness, come from Satan and that we
are merely helpless victims. But we have a responsibility
on our shoulders.
Ever since Adam, husbands have been called to lead
their wives. Before Eve was even created, God gave the
command to Adam not to eat from the tree of
knowledge21—it’s clear that it was Adam’s responsibility
to lead his wife to obey God.
But when Satan (who was the most crafty creature in
the Garden) came to tempt, he went after Eve. And Adam
was silent and followed his wife, instead of leading her to
obey God. Adam went passive, and the rest, as they say, is
history. Genesis 3 teaches us that a
Genesis 3 teaches us
husband who does not lead to God
that a husband
leads to sin. And, in fact, he is one
who does not lead
dangerous step away from tragic loss
to God leads to sin.
of joy and oneness.
Adam’s error was going passive when he should have
been taking responsibility. I’ve talked to enough men (and
had enough experience myself) to see the fallen pattern
play out over and over. We commit Adam’s error! It
happens in other areas also,22 but because sex is God’s
greatest catalyst for oneness, Adam’s error is particularly
devastating in the realm of intimacy.
There are actually two wrong ways a man can choose
to go when he is not experiencing satisfying marital
intimacy with his wife. First, he can get angry. Truer
words were never written than James 1:20: “Man’s anger
21
22

Genesis 2:16-17.
It may be helpful to consider Adam’s error in other areas of your life also.
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does not bring about the righteous life that God desires.”23
Angry men build up a divisive wall between themselves
and their spouses, moving further away from oneness.
Much more common is Adam’s error: going passive.
Suppose a wife has a wound the enemy inflicted
somewhere along her life. It causes her to shy away from
“naked and unashamed” oneness with her husband.
In an attempt to be a loving husband, he suppresses
his God-given desire in order (he thinks) to lovingly,
sacrificially meet her needs. Also, when she rejects him,
shame kicks in, and he finds it embarrassing to ask again.
This can lead to a cycle of passivity in the area of
intimacy.
He could swallow his pride and help his wife heal her
wound and healthily come into the incredible world of
intimacy intended by God “who richly provides everything
for our enjoyment.”24 But, thinking he is being a loving
husband, he inadvertently lets her keep her wound
instead. They both miss out on the blessing soul sex was
meant to be and are more susceptible to the temptation to
meet their God-given needs out of the bounds of marriage.
Thus, Satan steals from both of them what God provided
by giving them to each other.
This cycle of passivity leads to the lowest common
denominator (LCD) of sexual intimacy, in which a
married couple settles for whatever level of intimacy the
most inhibited spouse is comfortable with. The LCD is
frustrating to both spouses—even the more inhibited one
was designed to enjoy more frequency, fun, freedom,
fervor, and feelings—and it restricts “naked and
unashamed” sex, the greatest catalyst for oneness that
God designed. God meant for us to pursue and enjoy the
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greatest level of intimacy possible—not the lowest
common denominator.25
Figure 3. Adam’s Error – The Passivity Cycle

Of all the ways the enemy tries to steal from, kill, and
destroy us, he has a specialty for married couples—
robbing the soul-sexual intimacy God intended by enemyinflicted wounds that go unhelped and unhealed through
Adam’s error of passivity.
Why is that his specialty for couples? Sex is absolutely
exclusive in marriage. No one else can please your
husband or wife in physical intimacy. That’s why Satan
loves to steal this gift—that’s why He loves to trick
couples into taking the LCD route. It puts you in a catch22 of either missing out on one of the greatest gifts God
gave His creatures to enjoy or meeting God-given sexual
desires out of bounds.
25

We’ll talk more about the LCD in Chapter Three.
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One Husband’s Revelation
God impressed on me that I was not leading in the
area of intimacy as I lead in finances, child-rearing,
ministry, and other life decisions in our marriage.
In each of these other arenas, I discern God’s will
from Scripture and leading of the Holy Spirit and take the
lead, even correcting my bride’s thoughts and actions if
they are not in line with the direction I am receiving as the
spiritual head of household.
But not so in our sex life. Because this is a much more
“intimate” realm—harder to talk about and tangled with
potential issues of shyness, shame, abuse, etc., I had not
clearly led in this area as in others. I realized that I had
often thought I was doing the loving thing and actually
heeding “Husbands, love your wives just as Christ loved
the church,” by being intimate only when she wanted to
(and not asking/demanding that my desires be met).
But He showed me that I am called to lead us in
sexual intimacy just as surely as He gives me the
responsibility to keep the family on track financially.
That’s when it dawned on me that we’d been robbed
and that my lack of leadership was the same error as
Adam’s, who abdicated headship when the thief came to
steal paradise from his family.

There is Hope
But couples can experience tremendous progress in
sexual understanding and freedom as husbands commit to
lead in this area and as wives affirm the desire to follow
to greater levels of intimacy.
Your growth in intimacy and marriage is a key part of
God’s ongoing sanctification process to conform you to the
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image of Christ.26 Husband, the most incredible gift you
can give your wife is to learn to lovingly and selflessly
lead as God intended; and wife, learning to respect and
follow such a leader is one of the best gifts you can give
him. Having experienced the difference between the
lowest common denominator and moving toward soulsexual intimacy, we don’t want anyone to settle for less.

Where We’re Going
Just by the fact that you started and are still reading
this book, you are choosing that you want your marriage
to be more than it is now.
What if I could teach you a process that would bless
both husband and wife—that would sweeten your soul
oneness and spice up your sex life more than you ever
thought possible? Wouldn’t it be worth it?
John 10:10 says the thief comes to steal, kill, and
destroy. And he has. But the good news is that Jesus said,
“I have come that they may have life, and have it to the
full.”27 He came to redeem and restore what the thief
took. He came to give us life back, and the fullest life we
can imagine.
Together, we’re going to avoid Adam’s error and foil
Satan’s schemes. We’re going to exposit key Scriptures on
God’s intent for sexual intimacy—soul sex, I like to call it.
Then, I’ll teach you how to LEAD—a process to move to
greater oneness, including more passionate intimacy.
Men, God is calling you to lovingly take initiative in
your sexual intimacy in order to bless both you and your
wife with greater oneness. While you have suppressed
your desires and felt frustrated or guilty for asking, your
wife has also not been able to be free. She was created to
enjoy her sexuality just as you were.
26
27

Nothing is more Christ-like than to become a selfless giver in your marriage.
John 10:10b.
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Wives, you have stunning beauty in your husband’s
eyes (inner and outer). God made you to respond to your
husband’s pursuit—to be sassy, flirtatious, to playfully
use your charms to heighten your desire for each other.
And that kind of joy-giving relationship is closer than you
think.
Husbands and wives both have a responsibility—and
much to gain. Trust me, this is truth worth applying in
your lives. So, take the next step: decide right now that
you won’t settle for less than what God originally gave
(and what Jesus wants to redeem for you). That includes
God-blessed sexual intimacy leading to greater oneness.
Make a commitment not to settle for the lowest common
denominator in your marriage, but to pursue the greatest
possible level of intimacy.

Come into the Light
A few years ago, I inherited an old jon boat. It wasn’t
seaworthy, but I thought it might be a fun project to fix as
a hobby. I lugged it to the corner of my yard, where it
covered up a boat-sized patch of grass. As a dad and
pastor, my spare time didn’t come as quickly as I’d hoped.
Weeds grew up around the boat, and the lack of light
nearly killed all the grass underneath it.
Seasons later, when I did remove the boat, it had
become so much a part of the landscape that I had to rip it
away from the weeds, which had a stranglehold on it. I
had to mow the grass to see the tragic state of my lawn
underneath. The boat had left a scar: its perfect image
highlighted in bare dirt.
But by the next summer, I was amazed! With just
some sunlight, the grass sprang back to life—now I can’t
even locate the exact spot where my turf was tortured.
The healing sunlight revived what was lying dormant.
That’s what I believe God wants to do in your sex life.
That day in Eden, the enemy threw a blanket over sexual
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intimacy. He tried to stop the light from coming in. He
tried to steal what God provided for husband and wife.
And for many of you, it has worked. You lost paradise.
But Jesus went to the Cross so that we might
experience a full life (including God-blessed sex in
marriage).28 In order to experience it, we’ve got to let the
light shine into the areas Satan’s tried to shroud in
darkness. God is inviting you to bring your sex life and
God-given desires into the light.29 That’s the invitation of
Leading to the Bedroom. Take a step into the light. God
intended so much more for you.

A Wife’s Take
I am completely on board with what Dave is saying—
and that is no small statement! It is one thing for a shy girl
(me) to choose to be led in intimacy in ways I hadn’t
before—quite another to decide my husband and I should
write about it for anyone to read.
But we both feel a very certain sense of calling about
this—that God wants to use what He taught us to
encourage oneness in marriages throughout His Kingdom.
This has the same feel to it as every clear calling we’ve
experienced…a little fear, the excitement of adventure, a
sense of inadequacy, the need for dependence on God, and
a feeling of not wanting to miss how He wants to use us.
Look for “A Wife’s Take” throughout the book to get
a woman’s view on things—sometimes we don’t see
things the same way as our husbands, you know. May the
Lord bless you as you lead and follow to greater oneness!
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Thanks for reading the
Preface and Chapter One of
Leading to the Bedroom!
Here’s a preview of the LEAD process you’ll learn in the
rest of the book:
L – Learn about Your Mate
Learn about Your Mate is a planned process of humble
communication with your spouse for the purpose of
understanding your mate’s desires and needs so that you
can move together toward greater intimacy. It actually
involves two phases, Prayer and Discovery.
Prayer gets you focused on God and His desires for
your intimacy. Discovery is carried out with the spirit of
Matthew 7:5: “…first take the plank out of your own eye,
and then you will see clearly to remove the speck from
your brother’s eye.”
The primary tool for Learning about your Mate is a
Learning Talk.

E – Experience the Gospel
Experience the Gospel brings God’s good news to bear
on your intimate life. Wife, what if you’ve conditioned
your husband not to pursue because when he made the
effort, you didn’t reward him—the very thing you desire
most, you’ve taught him not to do. Do you see how Satan
has stolen from you both?
What would it look like if you not only said yes, but
you invited (made it easy/fun) your husband to pursue
you. This happens when you stop believing the lies of the
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enemy and start trusting God’s good news for your
intimacy.

Figure 9.
LEAD – A Better Way
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Figure 10.
The LEAD Process
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Husband, you’re likely also believing some lies that
hinder you from experiencing God’s design. You’ll identify
and repent of them in this step, too. Then you can trust
God for His good news.
Your primary tools are Repent & Believe Worksheets
to help you identify Satan’s lies that you have fallen for
and God’s truths that you can trust.

A – Set an Action Plan
Your new beliefs won’t transform your intimacy
unless you put them into action. James said, “faith
without works is dead.”30
Husband, what would it look like if you became a
romantic surprise-springer, gift-giver, date-planner, and
hand holder?
Wife, what if your husband never had to suffer
through the “awkward ask” again because your first
answer was yes?
These are just a couple of the key areas you’ll learn to
set progressive goals in to lead your marriage to its full
intimate potential.
Your primary tool in Set an Action Plan is an
Intimacy Action Plan for your marriage based on the soul
sex pyramid. This is a custom plan you will develop
together by agreeing on goals that you put on your
calendar.

D – Do it and Evaluate
Let’s face it: what gets measured gets done. But
because sex is such an emotional, intimate topic, we don’t
measure how we’re doing in this area. In the area of
30
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personal finances, Dave Ramsey has turned the world
upside down with his Baby Steps, which if followed will
make you financially successful. But we haven’t had any
Baby Steps for our sexual intimacy—until now.
Following the intimacy action plan you developed in
Step 3 of the LEAD Process, you will now Do It and
Repeat. This means you’ll actually carry out some or all of
your action plan and then start the process over, taking
advantage in this next iteration of the progress made in
the last. You’ll again:
Learn from Your Mate. You’ll evaluate how everything
is going—what’s awesome and what still needs work.
Experience the Gospel. In light of your new plateau of
sexual intimacy, what lies have surfaced that need to be
repented of? What new aspect of God’s truth do you need
to trust in?
Set an Action Plan. Armed with your new insight,
you’ll set an action plan based on where you are now and
where you want to go.
Do It and Repeat. This is a cyclical process where
after each action plan, you use the LEAD process again to
evaluate your progress and fine-tune your future growth
in intimacy.
Your primary tools to Do It and Repeat are LEAD
graphs, which show the next plateau you want to achieve
and a timeline for how quickly you want to get there.
Each of these steps is vitally important in the
process…
Buy Leading to the Bedroom at amazon.com
or learn more at
leadingtothebedroom.com
or our Facebook page
Leading to the Bedroom

